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If the form is viewed in "Protected View" mode, all features should be enabled for the form to function properly. If after enabling all features this message is still visible, check that JavaScript is enabled in Edit – Preferences – Javascript.
Unable to read the form. Do not save and exit the program as it might cause data corruption or loss. The form can only be edited using Adobe Reader software!
You are using an older version of the software. Forms submitted using unsupported version of Adobe software will be ineligible. Please download and install the latest version of Adobe Reader from http://get.adobe.com/reader/
The form has been opened inside a web browser window. Please download the form to your PC in order to be able to properly save the form after filling it in.
THIS FORM IS ONLY FOR TESTING AND ONLY FOR INTERNAL EUROPEAN COMMISSION / NATIONAL AGENCIES USE. PLEASE DO NOT DISTRIBUTE!
ENVIRONMENT
This form cannot be opened. Please contact your National Agency's helpdesk for further information.
Metadata
General Information
This application form consists of the following main sections:
- Context: this section asks for general information about the type of project proposal you want to submit;
- Participating organisation(s): this section asks for information about the applicant organisation and about other participating organisations involved as partners in the project;
- Description of the project: this section asks for information about the stages of the project which should include: preparation, implementation and follow-up;
- Budget: in this section you will be asked to give information about the amount of the EU grant you request;
- Project Summary: In this section you should describe in a compact way your project's rational, objectives and how you intend to achieve these.
- Check List/Data Protection Notice/Declaration of Honour: in these sections, the applicant organisation is made aware of important conditions linked to the submission of the grant request;
- Annexes: in this section, the applicant needs to attach additional documents that are mandatory for the completion of the application;
- Submission: in this section, the applicant will be able to confirm the information provided and to submit the form electronically.
By using this electronic application form you are applying for a Strategic Partnership for schools only. If successful, your partnership will be contracted through a series of mono-beneficiary Grant Agreements. For more information about the alternative contracting model (through a multi-beneficiary Grant Agreement for Strategic Partnerships in school education) please consult Part C of the Programme Guide or contact your National Agency.
You can also find information on how to fill in this application form by reading the e-Forms Guidelines.
Project start date must be between:
Project must not end later than:
Context
Deadline for Submission (dd-mm-yyyy hh:nn:ss - Brussels, Belgium Time)
Project Identification
Project Title
Project Title in English
Project Acronym
Project Start Date (dd-mm-yyyy)
Project Total Duration (Months)
Project End Date (dd-mm-yyyy)
Applicant Organisation Full Legal Name (Latin characters)
Form hash code
National Agency of the Applicant Organisation
For further details about the available Erasmus+ National Agencies, please consult the following page:
https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/contact
Priorities
Please select the most relevant horizontal or sectoral priority according to the objectives of your project.
Please select other relevant horizontal or sectoral priorities according to the objectives of your project.
Please comment on your choice of priorities.
Participating organisation(s)
Applicant Organisation
The electronic form cannot access the Participant Portal service. Please check whether your internet connection is working properly.
PIC has not been found.
The Participant Portal service is currently not available. Please try again later.
The Participant Portal service is currently not available. Please try again later.
The Participant Portal service is currently not available. Please try again later.
The information from Participant Portal cannot be retrieved. Please try again later.
PIC field cannot be empty.
The PIC you provided was replaced with the following PIC number:
However, the replacing PIC number is already used another section within the application form. Please make sure you are not using the same PIC for different organisations.
The PIC entered for a participating organisation cannot be repeated in another participating organisation.
PIC must be validated. Please click the 'Check PIC' button.
The selected applicant organisation does not come from one of the eligible applicant organisation countries.
The selected participant organisation does not come from one of the eligible participant organisation countries.
The organisation details imported from Participant Portal for the entered organisation PIC have been modified. The PIC will be removed.
If the applicant organisation is applying on behalf of a consortia, all consortia members must be from the applicant organisation country.
Profile
Accreditation
Have you received any type of accreditation before submitting this application?
Accreditation Type
Accreditation Reference
Background and Experience
Please briefly present your organisation/group (e.g. its type, scope of work, areas of activity and if applicable, approximate number of paid/unpaid staff , learners and members of the group).
What are the activities and experience of your organisation in the areas relevant for this project? What are the skills and/or expertise of key persons involved in this project?
Have you participated in a European Union granted project in the 3 years preceding this application?
Please indicate:
EU Programme
Year
Project Identification or Contract Number
Applicant/Beneficiary Name
Legal Representative
If the address is different from the one of the organisation, please tick this box
Contact Person
If the address is different from the one of the organisation, please tick this box
Partner Organisation
The electronic form cannot access the Participant Portal service. Please check whether your internet connection is working properly.
PIC has not been found.
The Participant Portal service is currently not available. Please try again later.
The Participant Portal service is currently not available. Please try again later.
The Participant Portal service is currently not available. Please try again later.
The information from Participant Portal cannot be retrieved. Please try again later.
PIC field cannot be empty.
The PIC you provided was replaced with the following PIC number:
However, the replacing PIC number is already used another section within the application form. Please make sure you are not using the same PIC for different organisations.
The PIC entered for a participating organisation cannot be repeated in another participating organisation.
PIC must be validated. Please click the 'Check PIC' button.
The selected applicant organisation does not come from one of the eligible applicant organisation countries.
Only schools from Programme countries are eligible to participate in Strategic Partnerships for schools only.
The organisation details imported from Participant Portal for the entered organisation PIC have been modified. The PIC will be removed.
If the applicant organisation is applying on behalf of a consortia, all consortia members must be from the applicant organisation country.
Profile
Accreditation
Has the partner organisation received any type of accreditation before submitting this application?
Accreditation Type
Accreditation Reference
Background and Experience
Please briefly present the partner organisation/group (e.g. its type, scope of work, areas of activity and if applicable, approximate number of paid/unpaid staff , learners and members of the group).
What are the activities and experience of the partner organisation in the areas relevant for this project? What are the skills and/or expertise of key persons involved in this project?
Has the partner organisation participated in a European Union granted project in the 3 years preceding this application?
Please indicate:
EU Programme
Year
Project Identification or Contract Number
Applicant/Beneficiary Name
Legal Representative
If the address is different from the one of the organisation, please tick this box
Contact Person
If the address is different from the one of the organisation, please tick this box
Associated Partners
If relevant, please identify and explain the involvement of associated partners, not formally participating in the project. Please explain how they will contribute to the implementation of specific project tasks/activities or support the dissemination and sustainability of the project.
Description of the Project
Please explain the context and the objectives of your project as well as the needs and target groups to be addressed? Why should this project be carried out transnationally?
In what way is the project innovative and/or complementary to other projects already carried out?
How did you choose the project partners and what will they bring to the project? Does it involve organisations that have never previously been involved in a similar project?
How will the tasks and responsibilities be distributed among the partners?
What are the most relevant topics addressed by your project?
What results are expected during the project and on its completion?
Participants
Please briefly describe how you will select and involve participants in the different activities of your project?
Participants with fewer opportunities: does your project involve participants facing situations that make their participation more difficult?
How many participants would fall into this category?
Which types of situations are these participants facing?
How will you support these participants so that they will fully engage in the planned activities?
Approximately, how many persons not receiving a specific grant will benefit from or will be target of the activities organised by the project (e.g. members of the local community, young people, experts, policy makers, and other relevant stakeholders)? Please enter the number of persons here:
Please describe briefly how and in which activities these persons will be involved
Preparation
Please describe what will be done in preparation by your organisation/group and by your partners/group before the actual project activities take place, e.g. administrative arrangements, communication about the activities, selection of the persons, coaches, involvement of stakeholders, etc.
The activity duration excluding travel must be between 5 days and 2 months (60 days).
The activity duration excluding travel must be between 1 days and 2 months (60 days).
The Duration specified in this field (days) must be less or equal to the Duration in days defined in the corresponding activity.
The Duration specified in this field (months) must be less or equal to the Duration in months defined in the corresponding activity.
The activity duration excluding travel must be between 3 days and 2 months (60 days).
The activity duration excluding travel must be between 1 day and 12 months.
The activity duration excluding travel must be between 2 months and 12 months.
The start and end dates must be within the project start and end dates.
End date must be after start date.
Country of Venue must be a country from one of the participating organisations or a country with an EU institution seat (Belgium, Germany, Luxembourg, France and The Netherlands).
Project Management and Implementation
Please provide detailed information about the project activities that you will carry out with the support of the grant requested under the item "Project Management and Implementation".
Please describe the methodology you intend to apply in your project.
Transnational project meetings: how often do you plan to meet, who will participate in those meetings, where will it take place and what will be the goal?
How will you communicate and cooperate with your partners?
How will you ensure proper budget control and time management in your project?
How will the progress, quality and achievement of project activities be monitored? Please describe the qualitative and quantitative indicators you will use. Please give information about the involved staff, as well as the timing and frequency of the monitoring activities.
How will you evaluate to which extent the project reached its results and objectives? What indicators will you use to measure the quality of the project’s results?
What are your plans for handling risks which could happen during the project (e.g. delays, budget, conflicts, etc.)?
How will the monitoring of the project activities be carried out and by whom?
How will you assess the success of your project?
If relevant for your project, do you plan to use Erasmus+ online platforms (e.g. EPALE, School Education Gateway, eTwinning) for the preparation, implementation and/or follow-up of your project?
Intellectual Outputs
Do you plan to include intellectual outputs in your project?
When filling in the Intellectual outputs section, please take into account that this information will allow to specify and evaluate the appropriateness of the corresponding costs in the specific section of the budget below.
Output Identification
Output Title
Output Description (including: elements of innovation, expected impact and transferability potential)
Please describe the division of work, the tasks leading to the production of the intellectual output and the applied methodology
Start Date (dd-mm-yyyy)
End Date (dd-mm-yyyy)
Languages
Media(s)
Activity Leading Organisation
Participating Organisations
Multiplier Events
Do you plan to include Multiplier Events in your project?
Grant support for Multiplier Events can only be asked for if the project intends to produce substantial Intellectual Outputs. Other dissemination activities will be supported via the grant item Project Management and Implementation.
Event Identification
Event Title
Country of Venue
Event Description
Start Date (dd-mm-yyyy)
End Date (dd-mm-yyyy)
Intellectual Outputs Covered
Activity Leading Organisation
Participating Organisations
Learning/Teaching/Training Activities
Do you plan to include transnational learning, teaching or training activities in your project?
What is the added value of these learning, teaching or training activities (including long-term activities) with regards to the achievement of the project objectives?
Please describe each of the learning, teaching or training activities you intend to include in your project:
Activity No.
Fields
Activity Type
Activity Description (including profile of participants per organisation)
Country of Venue
No. of Participants
Participants with Special Needs (out of total number of Participants)
Accompanying Persons (out of total number of Participants)
Is this a long-term activity?
Duration (days)
Duration (months)
Participating Organisations
How will you select, prepare and support participants and ensure their safety? Please describe the practical arrangements including training, teaching or learning agreements, if applicable.
Please also describe the arrangements for recognition or validation of the learning outcomes of the participants in learning, teaching or training activities. Will your project make use of European instruments like Europass, ECVET, Youthpass, ECTS etc. or any national instruments/certificates?
Follow-up
Impact
What is the expected impact on the participants, participating organisations, target groups and other relevant stakeholders?
What is the desired impact of the project at the local, regional, national, European and/or international levels?
How will you measure the previously mentioned impacts?
What is the expected impact on young participants, participating organisations, target groups and local communities involved in the project?
Dissemination and Use of Projects' Results
You are requested to make plans for the dissemination of your project results. Please provide answers to the questions below.
What will be the target groups of your dissemination activities inside and outside your partnership? Please define in particular your target audience(s) at local/regional/national/EU level and motivate your choice.
Which activities will you carry out in order to share the results of your project beyond your partnership?
Who will be responsible for the dissemination activities within your partnership and which specific expertise do they have in this area? What resources will you make available to allow for the proper implementation of your dissemination plans?
Erasmus+ has an open access requirement for all materials developed through its projects. If your project is producing intellectual outputs/ tangible deliverables, please describe how you intend to ensure free access for the public to a digital form of this material. If you intend to put any limitation on the use of the open licence, please specify the reasons, extent and nature of this limitation.
How will you ensure that the project's results will remain available and will be used by others?
If relevant, please provide any other information you consider appropriate to give a full understanding of your dissemination plan and its expected impact (e.g. how you have identified which results are most relevant to disseminate; how you will ensure the involvement of all partners; how you see synergies with other stakeholders, etc.)
Sustainability
What are the activities and results that will be maintained after the end of the EU funding, and how will you ensure the resources needed to sustain them?
Budget
For further information please consult the Programme Guide for the overview of funding rules. Please note that all amounts must be expressed in Euros.
Project Management and Implementation
PIC of Organisation
Role of Organisation
Name of the Organisation
Country of the Organisation
Grant Requested
Total Grant Requested
Transnational Project Meetings
PIC of Sending Organisation
Country of the Organisation
Total No. of Participants
Distance Band
Grant per Participant
Grant Requested
  Total
Intellectual Outputs
Which concrete participating organisations' staff resources are you planning to use in the production of outputs that have a significant contribution in terms of potential impact and transferability (e.g. new curricula, pedagogical materials, IT Tools, analysis and studies, etc.)?
PIC of Organisation
Output Identification
Category of Staff
Country of the Organisation
No. of Working Days
Grant per Day
Grant Requested
Total
Total
Multiplier Events
PIC of Organisation
Country of the Organisation
Event Identification
Country of Venue
No. of Local Participants
Grant per Local Participant
No. of Foreign Participants
Grant per Foreign Participant
Grant Requested
Total
Total
Total
Learning/Teaching/Training Activities
Travel
PIC of Organisation
Country of the Organisation
Activity No.
Activity Type
Distance Band
Travel Grant per Participant
No. of Participants (including accompanying persons)
Top-up for "Expensive Domestic Travel Cost"
No. of Top-ups (including those granted to accompanying persons) for "Expensive Domestic Travel Cost"
Grant Requested
 Total
 Total
Individual Support
Long-term Learning/Teaching/Training Activities
PIC of Organisation
Country of the Organisation
Activity No.
Activity Type
Country of Destination
Duration per Participant (months)
No. of Participants (without accompanying persons)
Grant per Participant
Duration per Accompanying Person (months)
No. of Accompanying Persons
Grant per  Accompanying Persons
Grant Requested
Total
Total
Total
Short-term Learning/Teaching/Training Activities
PIC of Organisation
Country of the Organisation
Activity No.
Activity Type
Duration per Participant (days)
No. of Participants (without accompanying persons)
Grant per Participant
Duration per Accompanying Person (days)
No. of Accompanying Persons
Grant per  Accompanying Persons
Grant Requested
Total
Total
Total
Linguistic Support
PIC of Organisation
Country of the Organisation
Activity No.
Activity Type
No. of Participants (without accompanying persons)
Grant per Participant
Grant Requested
Total
Total
Exceptional Costs (Overseas Countries and Territories Travel Costs)
PIC of Organisation
Country of the Organisation
Activity No.
Activity Type
No. of Participants (including accompanying persons)
Purpose and description of Costs
Grant requested (up to 80% of eligible costs)
Total
Total
Special Needs
PIC of Organisation
Country of the Organisation
No. of Participants With Special Needs
Description
Grant Requested
Total
Exceptional Costs
PIC of Organisation
Country of the Organisation
Description of Cost Item
Grant Requested (75% of Total)
Total
Please provide any further comments you may have concerning the above entered budget.
There are no rates available for your National Agency. Please contact your National Agency for additional information regarding this problem. After the National Agency made the rates available, please re-validate by clicking the 'Validate' button.
Given the parameters you have entered it is not possible to perform a rate calculation. Please contact your National Agency for further information on the correct set of parameters. After the parameters are corrected in the form, please re-validate by clicking the 'Validate' button.
The NA Rates service is currently not available due to an internal error. Please try again later by clicking the 'Validate' button and in case the NA Rates service is still not available, contact your National Agency for additional information regarding this problem.
The NA Rates service is currently not available. Please try again later by clicking the 'Validate' button and in case the NA Rates service is still not available, contact your National Agency for additional information regarding this problem.
The electronic form cannot access the NA Rates service. Please check whether your internet connection is working properly and try again by clicking the 'Validate' button. In case the NA Rates service is still not available, contact your National Agency for additional information regarding this problem.
The rates information cannot be retrieved. Please try again later by clicking the 'Validate' button or contact your National Agency for additional information regarding this problem.
Technical Details
Project Summary
Please provide a short summary of your project. Please recall that this section [or part of it] may be used by the European Commission, Executive Agency or National Agencies in their publications. It will also feed the Erasmus+ Project Results Platform.
Be concise and clear and mention at least the following elements: context/background of project; objectives of your project; number and profile of participants; description of activities; methodology to be used in carrying out the project; a short description of the results and impact envisaged and finally the potential longer term benefits. The summary will be publicly available in case your project is awarded.
In view of further publication on the Erasmus+ Project Results Platform, please also be aware that a comprehensive public summary of project results will be requested at report stage(s). Final payment provisions in the contract will be linked to the availability of such summary.
Please provide a translation in English. This summary will be publicly available in case your project is awarded.
Summary of participating organisations
PIC of Organisation
Name of the Organisation
Country of the Organisation
Total number of participating organisations
Budget Summary
PIC of Organisation
Country of the Organisation
Transnational Project Meetings
Intellectual Outputs
Multiplier Events
Learning/Teaching/Training Activities
Travel
Individual Support
Linguistic Support
Exceptional Costs (Overseas Countries and Territories Travel Costs)
Special Needs
Exceptional Costs
Total
Total
Project Management and Implementation
Project Total Grant
Grant Calculated
Checklist
Before submitting online your application form to the National Agency, please make sure that it fulfils the eligibility criteria listed in the Programme Guide and check that:
you have used the official Key Action 2 application form.
all relevant fields in the application form have been completed.
you have chosen the correct National Agency of the country in which your organisation is established.
the application form has been completed using one of the official languages of the Erasmus+ Programme Countries.
you have annexed all the relevant documents:
the Declaration of Honour signed by the legal representative mentioned in the application.
the mandates of each partner to the applicant signed by both parties.
the timeline for the project activities and outputs using the template provided.
all participating organisations/groups have uploaded the documents to give proof of their legal status in the participants’ portal (for more details, see the section "Selection Criteria" in Part C of the Programme Guide).
for grants exceeding 60 000 EUR, you have uploaded the documents to give proof of your financial capacity in the participants’ portal (for more details, see the section "Selection Criteria" in Part C of the Programme Guide). Not applicable in the case of public bodies or international organisations.
you are complying with the deadline published in the Programme Guide.
you have saved or printed the copy of the completed form for yourself.
Data Protection Notice
PROTECTION OF PERSONAL DATA
The application form will be processed electronically. All personal data (such as names, addresses, CVs, etc.) will be processed in pursuant to Regulation (EC) No 45/2001 on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data by the Community institutions and bodies and on the free movement of such data. Any personal data requested will only be used for the intended purpose, i.e.:
- In the case of grant application forms: the evaluation of your application in accordance with the specifications of the call for proposals, the management of the administrative and financial aspects of the project if selected  and the dissemination of results through appropriate Erasmus+ IT tools. For the latter, as regards the details of the contact persons, an unambiguous consent will be requested.
- In the case of application for accreditation forms: the evaluation of your application in accordance with the specifications of the call for proposals,
- In the case of report forms: statistical and financial (if applicable) follow-up of the projects.
For the exact description of the collected personal data, the purpose of the collection and the description of the processing, please refer to the Specific Privacy Statement (see link below) associated with this form.
http://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/documents/epluslink-eforms-privacy_en.htm
Declaration of Honour
To be signed by the person legally authorised to enter into legally binding commitments on behalf of the applicant organisation.
I, the undersigned, certify that the information contained in this application form is correct to the best of my knowledge. I put forward a request of an Erasmus+ grant as set out in section BUDGET of this application form.
Declare that:
- All information contained in this application, is correct to the best of my knowledge.
- In the case of projects in the field of youth, the participants involved in the activities fall in the age limits defined by the Programme.
- The organisation I represent has the adequate legal capacity to participate in the call for proposals.
EITHER
The organisation I represent has financial and operational capacity to complete the proposed action or work programme
OR
The organisation I represent is considered to be a "public body" in the terms defined within the Call and can provide proof, if requested of this status, namely:
It provides learning opportunities and
- Either (a) at least 50% of its annual revenues over the last two years have been received from public sources;
- Or (b) it is controlled by public bodies or their representatives
I am authorised by my organisation to sign Community grant agreements on its behalf.
Certify that (in case the grant requested exceeds 60 000€):
The organisation I represent:
- is not bankrupt, being wound up, or having its affairs administered by the courts, has not entered into an arrangement with creditors, has not suspended business activities, is not the subject of proceedings concerning those matters, nor is it in any analogous situation arising from a similar procedure provided for in national legislation or regulations;
- has not been convicted of an offence concerning its professional conduct by a judgment which has the force of 'res judicata';
- has not been guilty of grave professional misconduct proven by any means which the National Agency can justify;
- has fulfilled its obligations relating to the payment of social security contributions or the payment of taxes in accordance with the legal provisions of the country in which it is established or those of the country where the grant agreement is to be performed;
- has not been the subject of a judgment which has the force of 'res judicata' for fraud, corruption, involvement in a criminal organisation or any other illegal activity detrimental to the Communities' financial interests;
- it is not currently subject to an administrative penalty referred to in Article 109(1) of the Financial regulations (Council Regulation 966/2012).
Acknowledge that:
The organisation I represent will not be awarded a grant if it finds itself, at the time of the grant award procedure, in contradiction with any of the statements certified above, or in the following situations:
- subject to a conflict of interest (for family, personal or political reason or through national, economic or any other interest shared with an organisation or an individual directly or indirectly involved in the grant award procedure);
- guilty of misrepresentation in supplying the information required by the National Agency as a condition of participation in the grant award procedure or has failed to supply this information.
In the event of this application being approved, the National Agency has the right to publish the name and address of this organisation, the subject of the grant and the amount awarded and the rate of funding.
Commit:
- my organisation and the other partner organisations herein, to take part upon request in dissemination and exploitation activities conducted by National Agencies, the Executive Agency and/or the European Commission, where the participation of individual participants may also be required.
I acknowledge that administrative and financial penalties may be imposed on the organisation I represent if it is guilty of misrepresentation or is found to have seriously failed to meet its contractual obligations under a previous contract or grant award procedure.
Place:
Date (dd-mm-yyyy):
Name of the applicant organisation:
Name of legal representative:
Signature:
National ID number of the signing person (if requested by the National Agency):
Stamp of the applicant organisation (if applicable):
Annexes
The document cannot be attached. The supported documents are:
The total size of document(s) exceeds the maximum allowed (kB):
Please reduce the size of the annexed document(s).
Empty documents cannot be attached.
This document is already opened or used by another application.
The document cannot be attached. The filename length must be between 1 and 250 characters, including the extension.
Errors have been detected with the files attached to this form. Please verify the list of files in the Annexes chapter is complete and if required add missing annexes again. The following list contains annexes which have been automatically removed:
Inconsistencies were found with the files attached to this form and some of them have been automatically removed. Please verify that all the files you wish to submit with this form are still listed in the Annexes chapter.
Add
Remove
Please note that all documents mentioned in section "Checklist" need to be attached here before you submit your application online.
File Name
File Size (kB)
Total Size (up to a maximum of 10 240 kB)
Submission
Before submitting the form electronically, please validate it. Please note that only the final version of your form should be submitted electronically.
OK
Late
Error
Form has not been submitted yet
This form has been submitted on
The form data has been modified since the last successful submission.
Status
Brussels, Belgium Time
Local Time
YES
YES - LATE
NO
Your submission was successful.
Submission ID
Your LATE submission was successful.
Late submission ID
Please contact your National Agency's helpdesk.
Please try to submit again at a later time or contact your National Agency's helpdesk.
Submission confirmation
Your form's data is ready to be submitted. Are you sure that you want to proceed?
Adobe Reader has detected an error.
Adobe Reader security enabled.
To allow the submission you must click the appropriate options in the yellow security warning bar at the top of the form.
Network connection error.
Please verify your internet connection and try to submit again.
Connection to server error.
The form's data is corrupted and cannot be submitted. This form has been edited with unauthorised software.
This form can only be edited with Adobe Reader. Please use Adobe Reader software to open the original empty form and fill in your data again.
Submission validation error.
The LATE submission deadline has passed. Submissions are no longer allowed.
This form has already been submitted and cannot be submitted again.
The submission of the form has failed because its attachments could not be submitted.
This form's version is no longer supported.
Please check your National Agency's website for a new version or contact your National Agency's helpdesk.
Data Validation
Validation of compulsory fields and rules
Standard Submission Procedure
Online submission (requires internet connection)
Alternative Submission Procedure
If you cannot submit your form online you can still do it by sending an email to your National Agency within the 2 hours following the official deadline. The email must contain the complete electronic form and any file attachments you wish to send. You must also attach a snapshot of section "Submission Summary" indicating that this electronic form could not be submitted online. Your National Agency will analyse your situation and provide you with further instructions.
Submission Summary
This form has not been submitted yet.
This table provides additional information (log) of all form online submission attempts, particularly useful for the National Agencies in case of multiple form submissions.
Number
Time
Form Hash Code
Submitted
Description
Local Time cannot be considered authoritative and cannot be used for claiming that the form has been submitted in time.
Form Printing
Print the entire form
31045437
20000873
A. General Information
B. Context
B.1. Project Identification
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
Project start date must be between: 01-09-2017 - 31-12-2017
VALIDATE
Instituto de" Educación Secundaria "Sol de Portocarrero"
[Maximum characters: 400]
FF3C863E55673835
B.2. National Agency of the Applicant Organisation
C. Priorities
HORIZONTAL: Achievement of relevant and high quality skills and competences
HORIZONTAL: Open and innovative practices  in a digital era
HORIZONTAL: Social inclusion
HORIZONTAL: Strengthening the recruitment, selection and induction of Educators
HORIZONTAL: Sustainable investment, performance and efficiency
HORIZONTAL: Transparency and recognition of skills and qualifications
SCHOOL EDUCATION: Promoting the acquisition of skills and competences
SCHOOL EDUCATION: Strengthening the profile(s) of the teaching profession
SCHOOL EDUCATION: Supporting efforts to increase access to affordable and high quality early childhood education and care (ECEC)
SCHOOL EDUCATION: Supporting schools to tackle early school leaving (ESL) and disadvantage
31079508
31079510
31079509
31079511
31079513
31079512
31079494
31079493
31079496
31079495
[Maximum characters: 5000]
D. Participating organisation(s)
D.1. Applicant Organisation
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 400]
VALIDATE
[Maximum characters: 400]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
E  ALMERIA18
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
VALIDATE
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
D.1.1. Profile
D.1.2. Accreditation
VALIDATE
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
D.1.3. Background and Experience
[Maximum characters: 5000]
[Maximum characters: 5000]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
D.1.4. Legal Representative
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
D.1.5. Contact Person
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
D.2. Partner Organisation
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 400]
VALIDATE
[Maximum characters: 400]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
VALIDATE
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
D.2.1. Profile
VALIDATE
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
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E. Description of the Project
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E.1. Participants
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F. Preparation
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G. Project Management and Implementation
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Instituto de" Educación Secundaria "Sol de Portocarrero"
Upplands-Bro gymnasiet
Liceum Ogolnoksztalcace w Psarach
Europaschule Rövershagen
949563071
923691134
941022318
942513208
[Maximum characters: 255]
[Maximum characters: 250]
Austria
Belgium
Bulgaria
Croatia
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Estonia
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Ireland
Italy
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Malta
Netherlands
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovakia
Slovenia
Spain
Sweden
United Kingdom
Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia
Iceland
Liechtenstein
Norway
Turkey
Anguilla
Antarctica
Aruba
Bermuda
Bonaire Sint Eustatius and Saba
British Indian Ocean Territory
Cayman Islands
Curaçao
Falkland Islands
French Polynesia
French Southern Territories
Gibraltar
Greenland
Montserrat
New Caledonia
Pitcairn
Saint Barthélemy
Saint Helena
Serbia
Sint Maarten (dutch part)
South Georgia and South Sandwich Islands
St Pierre and Miquelon
Turks and Caicos Islands
Virgin Islands (British)
Wallis and Futuna
20000832
20000839
20000841
20000911
20000871
20000872
20000875
20000880
20000885
20000890
20000873
20000902
20000913
20000915
20000922
20000946
20000944
20000945
20000960
20000973
20000986
20000990
20000994
20001005
20001004
20000883
20001001
20000893
20000952
20000921
20000940
20000974
20001026
20000824
20000829
20000834
20000845
31041507
20000918
20000935
31041509
20000887
20000982
20001017
20000897
20000898
20000959
20000968
20000988
31041506
20001003
20001057
31041524
20000903
20000987
20001015
20001040
20001044
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Instituto de" Educación Secundaria "Sol de Portocarrero"
Upplands-Bro gymnasiet
Liceum Ogolnoksztalcace w Psarach
Europaschule Rövershagen
949563071
923691134
941022318
942513208
G.1. Learning/Teaching/Training Activities
[Maximum characters: 5000]
[Maximum characters: 255]
School Education
31047627
SP-SCHOOL-ONLY-ASSIGN - Long-term teaching assignments
SP-SCHOOL-ONLY-BLEND - Blended mobility of school learners
SP-SCHOOL-ONLY-EVENT - Short-term joint staff training events
SP-SCHOOL-ONLY-EXCH - Short-term exchanges of groups of pupils
SP-SCHOOL-ONLY-PUPIL - Long-term study mobility of pupils
31064433
31064434
31064435
31064431
31064432
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St Pierre and Miquelon
Turks and Caicos Islands
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20000839
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20000871
20000872
20000875
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H. Follow-up
H.1. Impact
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H.2. Dissemination and Use of Projects' Results
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H.3. Sustainability
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I. Budget
I.1. Project Management and Implementation
[Maximum characters: 255]
Applicant Organisation
[Maximum characters: 500]
Instituto de" Educación Secundaria "Sol de Portocarrero"
Spain
[Maximum characters: 255]
Partner Organisation
[Maximum characters: 500]
Upplands-Bro gymnasiet
Sweden
[Maximum characters: 255]
Partner Organisation
[Maximum characters: 500]
Liceum Ogolnoksztalcace w Psarach
Poland
[Maximum characters: 255]
Partner Organisation
[Maximum characters: 500]
Europaschule Rövershagen
Germany
VALIDATE
I.2. Transnational Project Meetings
949563071: Instituto de" Educación Secundaria "Sol de Portocarrero"
923691134: Upplands-Bro gymnasiet
941022318: Liceum Ogolnoksztalcace w Psarach
942513208: Europaschule Rövershagen
949563071
923691134
941022318
942513208
Spain
0 - 99 km
100 - 1999 km
>= 2000 km
31045370
31048203
31048204
VALIDATE
949563071: Instituto de" Educación Secundaria "Sol de Portocarrero"
923691134: Upplands-Bro gymnasiet
941022318: Liceum Ogolnoksztalcace w Psarach
942513208: Europaschule Rövershagen
949563071
923691134
941022318
942513208
Poland
0 - 99 km
100 - 1999 km
>= 2000 km
31045370
31048203
31048204
VALIDATE
949563071: Instituto de" Educación Secundaria "Sol de Portocarrero"
923691134: Upplands-Bro gymnasiet
941022318: Liceum Ogolnoksztalcace w Psarach
942513208: Europaschule Rövershagen
949563071
923691134
941022318
942513208
Germany
0 - 99 km
100 - 1999 km
>= 2000 km
31045370
31048203
31048204
VALIDATE
949563071: Instituto de" Educación Secundaria "Sol de Portocarrero"
923691134: Upplands-Bro gymnasiet
941022318: Liceum Ogolnoksztalcace w Psarach
942513208: Europaschule Rövershagen
949563071
923691134
941022318
942513208
Sweden
0 - 99 km
100 - 1999 km
>= 2000 km
31045370
31048203
31048204
VALIDATE
949563071: Instituto de" Educación Secundaria "Sol de Portocarrero"
923691134: Upplands-Bro gymnasiet
941022318: Liceum Ogolnoksztalcace w Psarach
942513208: Europaschule Rövershagen
949563071
923691134
941022318
942513208
Poland
0 - 99 km
100 - 1999 km
>= 2000 km
31045370
31048203
31048204
VALIDATE
949563071: Instituto de" Educación Secundaria "Sol de Portocarrero"
923691134: Upplands-Bro gymnasiet
941022318: Liceum Ogolnoksztalcace w Psarach
942513208: Europaschule Rövershagen
949563071
923691134
941022318
942513208
Germany
0 - 99 km
100 - 1999 km
>= 2000 km
31045370
31048203
31048204
VALIDATE
I.3. Learning/Teaching/Training Activities
I.3.1. Travel
949563071: Instituto de" Educación Secundaria "Sol de Portocarrero"
923691134: Upplands-Bro gymnasiet
941022318: Liceum Ogolnoksztalcace w Psarach
942513208: Europaschule Rövershagen
949563071
923691134
941022318
942513208
Sweden
C1
C2
C3
C4
C1
C2
C3
C4
SP-SCHOOL-ONLY-EXCH - Short-term exchanges of groups of pupils
0 - 9 km
10 - 99 km
100 - 499 km
500 - 1999 km
2000 - 2999 km
3000 - 3999 km
4000 - 7999 km
8000 - 19999 km
31061615
31045371
31045372
31048163
31048164
31048165
31048166
31048167
VALIDATE
949563071: Instituto de" Educación Secundaria "Sol de Portocarrero"
923691134: Upplands-Bro gymnasiet
941022318: Liceum Ogolnoksztalcace w Psarach
942513208: Europaschule Rövershagen
949563071
923691134
941022318
942513208
Poland
C1
C2
C3
C4
C1
C2
C3
C4
SP-SCHOOL-ONLY-EXCH - Short-term exchanges of groups of pupils
0 - 9 km
10 - 99 km
100 - 499 km
500 - 1999 km
2000 - 2999 km
3000 - 3999 km
4000 - 7999 km
8000 - 19999 km
31061615
31045371
31045372
31048163
31048164
31048165
31048166
31048167
VALIDATE
949563071: Instituto de" Educación Secundaria "Sol de Portocarrero"
923691134: Upplands-Bro gymnasiet
941022318: Liceum Ogolnoksztalcace w Psarach
942513208: Europaschule Rövershagen
949563071
923691134
941022318
942513208
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C1
C2
C3
C4
C1
C2
C3
C4
SP-SCHOOL-ONLY-EXCH - Short-term exchanges of groups of pupils
0 - 9 km
10 - 99 km
100 - 499 km
500 - 1999 km
2000 - 2999 km
3000 - 3999 km
4000 - 7999 km
8000 - 19999 km
31061615
31045371
31045372
31048163
31048164
31048165
31048166
31048167
VALIDATE
949563071: Instituto de" Educación Secundaria "Sol de Portocarrero"
923691134: Upplands-Bro gymnasiet
941022318: Liceum Ogolnoksztalcace w Psarach
942513208: Europaschule Rövershagen
949563071
923691134
941022318
942513208
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C1
C2
C3
C4
C1
C2
C3
C4
SP-SCHOOL-ONLY-EXCH - Short-term exchanges of groups of pupils
0 - 9 km
10 - 99 km
100 - 499 km
500 - 1999 km
2000 - 2999 km
3000 - 3999 km
4000 - 7999 km
8000 - 19999 km
31061615
31045371
31045372
31048163
31048164
31048165
31048166
31048167
VALIDATE
949563071: Instituto de" Educación Secundaria "Sol de Portocarrero"
923691134: Upplands-Bro gymnasiet
941022318: Liceum Ogolnoksztalcace w Psarach
942513208: Europaschule Rövershagen
949563071
923691134
941022318
942513208
Sweden
C1
C2
C3
C4
C1
C2
C3
C4
SP-SCHOOL-ONLY-EXCH - Short-term exchanges of groups of pupils
0 - 9 km
10 - 99 km
100 - 499 km
500 - 1999 km
2000 - 2999 km
3000 - 3999 km
4000 - 7999 km
8000 - 19999 km
31061615
31045371
31045372
31048163
31048164
31048165
31048166
31048167
VALIDATE
949563071: Instituto de" Educación Secundaria "Sol de Portocarrero"
923691134: Upplands-Bro gymnasiet
941022318: Liceum Ogolnoksztalcace w Psarach
942513208: Europaschule Rövershagen
949563071
923691134
941022318
942513208
Germany
C1
C2
C3
C4
C1
C2
C3
C4
SP-SCHOOL-ONLY-EXCH - Short-term exchanges of groups of pupils
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	DescriptionExperience: As an Europaschule, we have a great interest in developing connections with other schools and organizations across Europe.  In past years, our school has taken part in the Comenius and Erasmus partnerships and European contests.  We have also established an annual school exchange with a school in Denmark.  Recognizing and effectively nurturing each student’s individuality and needs is of especial importance to us.  Tolerance, acceptance, and celebrating social and academic engagement are the bases of our school.  Currently, adolescents from underprivileged families frequently lack motivation due to inadequate support and acknowledgement of their strengths and capabilities.  Our goal, among other things, is to create opportunities for these students to develop their self-awareness through a specialized education, starting in the 2017/18 school year.  Through an emphasis on open recognition of their achievements, these opportunities will motivate students and help them enjoy shaping their own futures.  Supplementary participation in a school partnership within the framework of this proposed project offers an exchange between adolescents from other counties and cultures, introducing each participating student to perspectives that bring the notion of ‘Europe’ to life. On our side, the head of the Regional Schule section, as well as our school’s social worker, will supervise the project.  Both have a wealth of experience at their disposal and have a very good standing amongst our students.  The intended group of adolescents will comprise of approximately 10-15 participants, aged 14-16, who collaborate together 2 hours every week.  In terms of content, our main focuses are the following:  -crime prevention  -drugs prevention  -respect- My  and yours  -civil courage and responsibility 
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	OtherOrganisationsDescription: 
	ProjectRationale: As the title suggests, sports, physical activity and healthy lifestyles are the pillars of our project in order to encourage:- Healthy habits in our students - Inclusion and social integration in our schools- Academic success specially within the most disadvantaged sectors of our population.Ideas of our project have a direct link with the fundamental principles defined in the Olympic Charter. That is why we decided that Olympism and its values and symbols will be the reference for our work during the next two years.  The educational and transformative power of Olympism is based on the following values:1. Excellence: it means giving the best of oneself, in the playing or professional field. It is not about winning, but about participating, progressing in personal goals, striving to give the best of oneself in daily life and benefiting from the healthy combination of a strong body, mind and will.2. Friendship: encourages us to consider sport as a tool to achieve a mutual understanding among all people around the world and to build friendship despite any differences.3. Respect: for oneself, for others, for rules, and for the environment. Regarding sport, respect implies fair play.A good example of the transmission and development of these values is the Youth Olympic Games created by the International Olympic Committee in 2007. They are understood as a true School of Peace, where peaceful coexistence, equal participation, respect for other cultures, respect for the environment and democracy are some of the universal principles that represent the common goal of sharing sports competitions with education and culture.This beautiful idea is used in our educational project in the framework of Erasmus +, since we want to transform our schools and our environment through sport and its values, so it will be the reference to address the needs that four partners share, to set objectives and to select target groups.NEEDS:- How to promote a healthy life style in our schools.- How to face the lack of motivation of some students.- How to work on the inclusion of students from migrant backgrounds.- How to offer equity of opportunities for students with a low socio-economic background.- How to get a real coexistence of all the students regardless of their differences.- How to motivate those students that have a high risk of early school leaving.OBJECTIVES:A. GENERAL / LONG-TERM (LT) OBJECTIVES:LT_1. To create and establish healthy habits of life as a sign of identity of our schools, where sports play a leading role.LT_2. To promote the acquisition of these three values: excellence, friendship and respect, in the daily life of our students (academic activities, extracurricular activities, relationship with peers, teachers and family…).LT_3. To achieve in our schools a real atmosphere of equality, where difference are seen as a valuable thing and where a real inclusion is easily noticeable.LT_4. To establish new ways of functioning, methods and strategies that bring better results for all the students and specifically for those that have disadvantaged backgrounds.LT_5. To promote in the students and teachers a feeling of commitment towards their schools, through the strength provided by the union with other European schools. B. SPECIFIC / MID-TERM (MT) OBJECTIVES:MT_1. To promote the importance of learning other languages to facilitate cultural exchanges. MT_2. To motivate the school community to travel and to know other countries.MT_3. To create links among students from different countries through sports, creating sports teams in each school and holding ‘Olympic’ events among students of this partnership.MT_4. To allow students to make new friends, getting to know young people from other countries.MT_5. To increase the level of participation of students and families in our schools’ life, through recreational, cultural and sports activities.MT_6. To improve academic achievement of a specific group of students with disadvantaged backgrounds increasing the time they spend at school supporting them with extracurricular activities. MT_7. To create motivating intercultural contexts in which students from different origins must work together pursuing the same goals.GROUPS TO WHOM THE PROJECT IS ADDRESSED:- The project affects the entire educational community of all partner schools.- Specifically, the activities will be aimed mainly to 15- to 18-year-old students, but the results will be visible for all the school community and putting an emphasis on the younger students.- Dissemination activities will have a repercusion at a local level.Finally, in response to the question of why this project should have a European dimension, we summarize it in two main reasons:- Although contact with other cultures is easier nowadays thanks to ICTs, the results obtained with our first person cultural exchange can't be compared.- Olympics implies the participation of several nations.
	ProjectInnovativinessDescription: In order to answer this question, we have carried out a small review in the Erasmus + Projects Results Platform, in order to establish the extent to which our project is innovative and/or complementary to others in progress or already completed. Using the keywords inclusion, sport and health we find thousands of results, some of which have served as an inspiration to finish the design of this project. If we use the three concepts together, we also find many other projects that combine several of these concepts like we do.Therefore, we may conclude that there is a growing concern at European level (and even all around the world) about the lifestyle of modern society in the 21st century. We are immersed in a ‘technological’ world with its pros and cons, which requires less physical exercise; our eating habits have changed: we live fast and eat fast; moreover,  the way we communicate with others has also changed: we don't talk face to face so often and we do it through a phone or a computer. This is causing serious health problems on people and, consequently, on public health systems. This concern is directly associated with the European targets for the year 2020 in the field of Education and with the fact that all the member countries of the European Union also belong to Health 2020: the European Health and Welfare Policy included in the Regional Office for Europe of the World Health Organization (WHO). Health 2020 is supported by eleven studies carried out by a committee of experts, which can be consulted on the following website: http://www.euro.who.int/en/health-topics/health-policy/health-2020-the-european-policy-for-health-and-well-being/the-evidence. Of these, two directly relate education to health, emphasizing the importance of coordinated work between these two fields, and the valuable preventive role that education plays in the pursuit of the proposed health objectives. These are:- Promoting intersectoral and interagency action for health and well-being in the WHO European Region: synergy among the health, education and social sectors . Meeting report, Paris, France, 24 April 2015- Health 2020: education and early development. May, 2015. It is clear that there is a need to work in this direction, and possibly this is the reason  why so many Erasmus + initiatives and projects are aimed at preventing unhealthy attitudes and habits, mainly encouraging regular practice of sports and physical activity and providing guidelines for a healthy diet. We could say, therefore, that our project is complementary to all of this.However, we also believe that our approach is innovative because, through the promotion and development of healthy habits, we indirectly try to achieve other goals such as inclusion and social integration, to combat early school leaving and therefore to improve academic performance. Even more, we want to do all this using Olympics and its fundamental principles and values described in the Olympic Charter as our guideline.                                                                                       ‘Getting goals following an indirect path’                                              ‘Students will work for our objectives unknowing it, through motivating activities’Actually, if we return to the Platform for Results of Erasmus + Projects and search for  the key word “Olympics”, we will only find two projects already completed, and none of them framed in Action Key 2.This project will be also complementary to others that are in progress in our High Schools at regional and national levels. Some of them have been pointed out in the previous description of our profiles, however we want to highlight those that have a close link with this project: - By part of coordinator school, Spain: 'Regional Net School Space of Peace'; 'Scholar Sport Activities' free program; 'Gender Equality Program'; PROA (acronym in Spanish for  'Reinforcement, Support and Guidance Plan for Public Schools of Andalusia', being remarkable the linguistic support program for immigrants within this Plan; 'School Coexistence Plan'.  - By part of Swedish partner: Cooperation Program with Refugees NGO and its School Program to welcome immigrants. - By part of the Polish partner: eTwinning Project with other four high schools from France, Italy, Turkey and Spain, Local projects to work on healthy habits, combining efforts between Biology and Physical Education subjects.- By Part of the German Partner: 'Social Workers Program'; 'Respect-My and Yours'; 'Civil Courage and Responsibility'.     
	ProjectPartnersSelectionDescription: Our association was created during the Transnational Cooperation Activity (TCA) that took place in Malaga from 20th to 23rd November 2016 titled 'Equity and Inclusion for School Education', organized by the Spanish National Agency for Internationalism of Education (SEPIE). The partners from Sweden (Stefan Lindberg on behalf of Upplands-Bro Gymnasium) and Poland (Jaroslaw Kacorzyk, on behalf of Liceum Ogolnokstalcace w Psarach) joined the ideas presented by the project coordinator (Alfredo Rodríguez, representing IES SOL DE PORTOCARRERO) with magnificent contributions. During the three days of this contact seminar, we were working together on the drafting of our project. On November 23rd, we presented it to the coordinators of the seminar and the rest of participants. After the presentation, Christine Wolk (representing the Europasschösle Rövershagen KGS - Germany) decided to take part in this project too. Since that day on, the four partners mentioned above have been in permanent contact via a Whatsapp group, via Skype and email, so that we have shared our ideas for the development of this project.We will briefly describe the characteristics, experiences and skills that each partner can offer to this strategic partnership:IES SOL DE PORTOCARRERO – SPAIN (Coordinator):- Experience at organizing sports and recreational events since it is the only public school in the province which offers Vocational Training studies on  Physical-Sports Activities.- Teaching staff specialized in Health and Physical Activities: 12 teachers of Physical Education and Sports. - Vocational training students will collaborate in the organization of all kinds of activities as part of their training activities. They already collaborate in the organization of school activities such as the Solidarity Race 'Save the Children' and 'Direct Aid to Himalaya' or the organization of sports tournaments for the celebration of our regional holiday (Andalusia’s Day). They even work with the local and regional authorities in the organization of some sports events.- The subject ‘Physical Activity for Disabled People’ is taught to our students in this vocational training course.- One of our PE teachers is also a professor at the University of Almería where he teaches some subjects of the Physical Activity and Sport Sciences Degree, so he will be the link with the University for collaboration and for some activities. - The School Counselling Department is formed by two psychologists who also work in research groups at the University of Almeria. They have extensive experience working with immigrant students.- There are specific teaching and human resources for students with special educational needs. This year they are working on a ‘Healthy Cooking’ project  with excellent results.- The school provides language adaptation programmes for immigrant students, free reinforcement programmes for students with low academic performance in the afternoon.- There is a specific reading plan coordinated by the school library, which has more than 12,000 documents, internet connection, an overhead projector with a screen and a recently updated loan service.- Years of experience in the bilingual teaching programme in English.UPPLANDS-BRO GYMNASIUM – SWEDEN: - School programme of welcome to immigrants that has great results.- Experience working with newly arrived students through activities in the natural environment.- High levels of peaceful coexistence in the school.- Programme to help students from disadvantaged social environments, being able to affirm that these are safe and enjoy their educational centres.- Work plan and collaboration with NGOs that participate actively in our project.LICEUM OGOLNOKSTALCACE W PSARACH – POLAND- Previous experience in participating in a three-year project guided by University of Krakow.- Family atmosphere that allows a great coexistence within the school.- ETwinning Project with four European countries.- Small class groups, which is related to a high level of academic achievement.- Sports and recreational club with great experience in the organization of activities in the natural environment.- Individual tutoring program.EUROPASCHULE RÖVERSHAGEN KGS – GERMANY- Previous experience in Comenius and Erasmus + projects. (2008-2010 „Europa in Bewegung“; 2011-2013  “Auf dem Sofa durch Europa”)- Previous participation in European contests. - Annual short-term students exchange with a Danish school. - Students with special needs suppose a 10% of the total amount of pupils (650).- Some of the students come from a difficult social background and have had a limited access to the educational system. - Student Club and Social Workers Program. - Many extracurricular projects focus on the concept of ‘Europe’.- Offer courses of several languages, Swedish, English and Spanish between them, so this project will be complementary for them. - Projects:  ‘Crime Prevention’, ‘Drugs Prevention’, ‘
	CooperationAndCommunicationDescription: As coordinator of the project, the Spanish high school will ensure an effective communication between all participants in the project, both students and teachers. The coordinator will send a monthly report with the information collected from each of the partner schools. The communication will take place mainly with the use of ICT: email, videoconferences by Skype or Facetime, Whatsapp, Facebook and in some cases via telephone. Regarding to communication with families, an important part of this project, we will try to ensure that it is fluent through the heads of the parents' associations.In addition, each partner has the commitment of keeping effective communication with its respective National Agencies, facilitating all the information required.  On the other hand, the Spanish school, coordinator of the project, will submit the application to create the subject "Europe with Erasmus +" in its school, with a weekly time in which an Etwinning project will be created to work with our partners. If the application is accepted and once the time allocated for this subject is known, the rest of the members will be notified to do their best to work together in real time during this time through ICT.Moreover, we will work face-to-face during the Trasnational Meetings described in the previous point and during the four meetings that will be set in each mobility schedule.   
	TopicCCM2Id: 31047489
	ExpectedResultsDescription: 1. Celebration of four Olympic events with different main topics, one in each country of this partnership. There will be conventional sports tournaments but also recreational activities, cultural visits and activities, traditional games…2. Project website:  from the beginning of this project a website will be active and will host each partner activities (description, photos…).3. Facebook group managed by students of the highest level with the supervision of one teacher in each school. 4. Instagram and Twitter project's profiles will be created and used to share pictures and opinions.5. Youtube channel, where all the videos created during the life of the project, during the Olympic Games will be uploaded. 6. Brochures of healthy lifestyle habits, in the different mother tongues of this partnership as well as in English.7. Design and production of our own Olympic flag. It will have at least the five Olympic rings and our Logo. It will flap in the main entrance of our schools with the European one, as well as the local, regional and/or national flag/s.8. Design and production of our Olympic Mascot.9. Composition of our Olympic Hymn.10. Design and production of team sport equipment for tournaments and different activities, with the Logo of the project.11. Creation of a Volunteers programme for helping in events and also in some other dissemination activities.12. Photographic exhibition about the Olympic events and other activities that will take place during short-term exchanges. A 'Journalist Team' will be in charge of taking the photos and writing news for our magazine. We'll be formed by students of the school which welcome the mobility.13. Newspaper of the project or an Olympic Magazine, with sports, social and cultural sections. 14. Programme of the subject ‘Europe with Erasmus+’ in the Spanish school and where an Etwinning project for this partnership will be set up.15. Programme of the optional subject ‘Health, Physical Activity and Quality of Life’ in the Spanish school.16. Students club or Association will be created in each school in relation to the project, and it continue working after the project with some new aims. 17. Creation of teams for playing different sports, and when the project concludes we will create a Sports Club. 
	SelectInvolveParticipantsActivitiesDescription: 
	HasParticipantsWithFewerOpportunities: 20000271
	NumberOfParticipantsWithFewerOpportunities: 80
	BarrierTypeCCM2Id: 31073468
	SupportDescription: - We will put special interest for involving them in the project activities from the beginning, thanks to the project's grant. - We will engage them with motivating activities like sports. - We will look for their strengths and will boost them in order to get them motivated.- We will work with the Counselling Department follow-up.- We will set realistic objectives  for them, and easily reachable.- We will form flexible groups with student from different contexts.
	NumberOfIndirectParticipants: 3000
	IndirectParticipantsActivitiesDescription: We think that each whole school will take part directly or indirectly in the activities of the project. Teachers and students will form a core team in each school, so a distribution of tasks will be done in relation to a calendar. Some activities will involve a specific group of students but the results will have an influence in others. Parents must be an active part of this project, so they will be invited to be present and to participate in many activities. They will help us with dissemination activities as well as in order to look for sponsors for our sports teams. Local educational authorities will be informed about this project, so they will support some dissemination activities. Pupils and families of our area of influence will be visited  in their schools and talks and seminar about the project will given there.We will also receive visit of students of the area as public to enjoy the sport events celebrated in each school (Olympic Games). 
	PracticalArrangements: We believe that the starting point for the implementation of this project and any of its activities is the excellent communication among partners. Fortunately, this strategic partnership was born out of the joint intense face-to-face work of the teachers on behalf of their schools during the TCA held in Malaga last November. Therefore, thanks to this cooperative work, the understanding between all parties is noticeable, having been able to establish a common system for planning the project and for the organisation and implementation of the activities, which is presented below. ITEM 1 - PROJECT PLANNING AND PREPARATION (WORKING ON THE APPLICATION FORM)1. The project leaders of each school met with its management team after the TCA in order to present the project’s draft and to make sure that it had the support of  their institutions.2. It was presented to the entire staff and other representatives of the educational community (Parent's Associations) within a week of the approval by the management team, emphasizing the advantages that this project could have for our schools in the next two years and in the future.3. A working group was created in each school in order to set the proposal and planning of the activities which are included in this application form. This planning was elaborated according to the following sections: - Pre-mobility activities: all those activities that will be developed in each school focused on the achievement of the pretended objectives. An Etwinning project will be set to do most of the activities. Results will be shared on the project’s website and social networks.- Activities during mobility: according to planned learning/teaching/training activities, a detailed programme of activities will be proposed.- Post-mobility activities: activities for the dissemination of learnings and experiences. Evaluation activities. 4. Contacts with institutions, entities, companies and associations that will have a direct or indirect link with the project. They will be duly informed by e-mail of the project’s application submission, sending them a summary of it. We will get in contact with them again as soon as we receive communication with the result of the evaluation process.ITEM 2 – IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROJECT ONCE IT IS ACCEPTED.1. Project teams of each school will meet as soon as the project is accepted, in order to decide the following steps to be given, and specially to establish the activities monthly planning.2. Each partner agreed to hold a meeting with their team at the end of each month to evaluate the activities carried out in that period and to see the needs in relation to the activities planned for the following month. The head of each school will prepare a report - summary with the topics discussed and the decisions taken, and will meet via SKYPE with the project’s coordinator to transfer the information.3. The coordinating school will use this information to complete an activity planning follow-up sheet (EV_1), which will record the activities that have been carried out in relation to the objectives. It will be shared by email and whatsapp with all partners.  4. We agreed that the cultural approach between all the countries involved will be the main topic for activities carried out during the first three months of life of the project. Therefore, the activities that lead to the knowledge of each partner’s country will be enhanced working aspects such as: geographical location, customs, gastronomy, national and traditional sports, history, major religions, language (encouraging word learning and simple phrases in each language), time zones, etc.5. Budget control: - Creation of a “budget control team” formed by the head of economic management of the school, the coordinator of the project in each school and a third person from the team. - Proposal for an expenditure monitoring agreement assuming that any  expenses to be made related to the project must first be approved by the  “budget control team” and that each expense will be invoiced.- Distribution of the budget taking into account the activities planning.- Inclusion of “budget control” as a fixed issue to be dealt with in the monthly meetings that each school will carry out with its team.- “Budget control” will also be discussed at transnational meetings and meetings between the partners taking place in the short-term exchanges.6. Time management:  as reflected in the description of the project (section E), it is structured in a way that allows good control over its two years. A logical ordering of transnational meetings and learning/teaching/training activities is established, which allows us to meet face-to-face three times a year, permitting a detailed evaluation of the progress of the project. A monthly calendar will be developed at the beginning of each year in the transnational meeting. We will move this calendar to Google Calendar and we will post it on our website. 
	ActivitiesDescription: Taking into account the description of the project (section E of this form), we agreed the following sequencing of activities during the 24 months of project ordered in four semesters:SEPTEMBER 2017 TO FEBRUARY 20181. Elaboration of a common promotional poster to start the project. It will include a photo chosen by each school in which students and teachers appear, the title of the project and / or a slogan agreed for the project, the emblems of each school and the emblem or image of Erasmus +. They will be printed in different sizes, exposing them in very visible areas.2. Preparation of brochures with a summary description of the project. Each school will do theirs in their language. 3. Creation of the web page of the project and the profiles of the different social networks (Facebook, Twitter and Instagram). 4. Start up of the eTwinning project between the four schools within the optional subject 'Europe with Erasmus +' created by the coordinator. 5. Start of the optional subject 'Health, Physical Activity and Quality of Life' which will be taught at the coordinating school.6. Celebration of the first transnational meeting in Sweden 'The Starting Line'. Logo contest in each school. Celebration of the final phase during the first meeting.7. Cultural activities to be held during the first Transnational Meeting. 8. Creation of the private Youtube channel of the project.9. Start of the extracurricular sports and cultural activities in each school related to the project: training for the first Olympic event 'Almería'18 - The Olympic Games of Health.10. Design and production of the Olympic flag of the project by the coordinating school, including the logo of the project. It will be presented during the 'opening day' of the first mobility and will be delivered to each partner school.11. Celebration of the first mobility in Spain 'Almería'18 - The Olympic Games of Health (summary of the program of activities in section G.1).FEBRUARY 2018 TO SEPTEMBER 2018 12. Photographic exhibition in each school with outstanding pictures taken during the first mobility. A ‘journalists' team’ will be created for each Olympic event, formed by students of the school that welcome mobility.13. Visit of students of the last year of primary schools of our areas to visit our photographic exhibition.14. Edition of the first number of the project magazine by part of the Swedish school. Printing of the first issue of the magazine.15. Visits to primary schools in the area to present the first results of the project. Distribution of copies of the magazine.16. Design and creation of the Olympic mascot by the Polish center. The mascot will be presented in the second mobility that will take place in Poland.17. Preparation and celebration of the second mobility 'Psary '18 - The Olympic Games in Nature: respecting our Woods, respecting eachother'. (18. Creation of Erasmus + student associations or clubs in each school.SEPTEMBER 2018 TO FEBRUARY 201919. Seminar about healthy living habits in each school. The conferences will target our youngest students and their families. The conferences will be recorded, uploaded to our private Youtube channel and published on our website.20. Elaboration of promotional brochures of healthy living habits by the coordinating school, including information exposed during the seminar.21. Celebration of the second transnational meeting in Spain. Cultural activities during scheduled for this meeting. Interview in local and regional media to disseminate the results of the project with the presence of teachers and students.22. Talk about Interculturality. The counseling department will be in charge of the organization of this talk seeking the support of associations related to the topic.23. Workshop on the traditions of the different countries, highlighting local gastronomy and traditional games and sports. The coordinating school will promote the health benefits of the Mediterranean diet.24. Composition of the 'Olympic project hymn' by the choir of the German school (Europaschule Rövershagen).FEBRUARY 2019 – AUGUST 201925. Preparation and celebration of the third short-term Exchange in Germany, 'Rövershagen '19 - The Olymplic Games of European Traditions'. Presentation of the hymn composed by the German choir.26. Preparation and celebration of the last short-term exchange in Sweden, 'Upplands-Bro' 19 - The Intercultural Olympic Games'27. Short stories contest 'Welcome Home Refugees: Europe'. An internal contest will take place in each school with supervision of History and Literacy teachers. The best five of each school will be publicly read in the final phase in Sweden during the last mobility. Sport and cultural activities in extracurricular timetable will be on functioning along the two years of the project, since they will be one of the pillars to achieve our goals, to get the positive changes that we are pursuing in our high schools.
	MethodologyDescription: Methodology will be variable and flexible baring in mind the activities, its organisation, groups of students to work with, objectives, etc. So a combination of traditional and modern methods will be applied, but we will mostly tend to work by projects encouraging students to develop some key competences such as: learn to learn, creativity, social and civic responsibility, communication in tongue's and foreign languages and digital skills. Therefore:- Oral communication in activities will be promoted internally in each school as well as between partners, whether using ICT or face-to-face during exchanges.  - Autonomy in searching and selecting information on the net will be given to students, always with the support of teachers. - Schools Libraries will be continuously presented to students as a source of information search. - Students and also teachers will learn to use digital edition tools, as well as to manage with social networks.- Cooperative work will be present in many activities, but also facing challenges against other groups of students, learning the good values of competition and practicing fair play. - Multidisciplinary work teams will be created as a natural consequence of the implementation of this project.- Flexible groups, mixing students of different ages, different cultures and nationalities. - Working to promote habits. 
	TransnationalProjectMeetingsDescription: Two transnational meetings have been planned in which the coordinating teacher of each school will participate, plus a colleague from each team. In addition, coordinator meetings will be included in the 4 mobilities with students that will take place, one welcome by each participating country. In this way a quarterly face-to-face evaluation of the project will be carried out, thus ensuring the appropriate adjustments for its correct functioning. Below we present a calendar of both transnational meetings and mobility with students, focusing on this point only in presenting the topics to be discussed in transnational meetings:TM1 - 1st TRANSNATIONAL MEETING: ‘The Starting Line’. October 2017, SWEDEN.  - Status and effect of the implementation of the project in each school and municipality.- Specification of objectives for the first year.- Plan for common and exceptional possible risks. Proposal of solutions for them.- Concrete timing of the tangible results that must arise from the first year of work and review of tasks distribution.- Presentation of the pre-mobility activities that are taking place and that will take place in each school, as well as first results.- Planning of joint activities for Christmas, end of first quarter.- Planning of Learning/Training/Teaching activities of 2018.- Presentation of each school with videos created by students and teachers. Set up of a private Youtube channel for the project.- Presentation of each school in PPT or Prezi presentation with specific data: results of first questionnaires passed to families, teachers and students; assessment of the level of involvement of teachers and families; subjective assessment by the coordinators of the project’s effects on each school’s day to day; data of academic results of the last school year, etc.- Job shadowing- Cultural activities and visit to some of the NGOs that will cooperate with the project.Mob_1 – 1st  Short-term Exchange: ‘Almería ’18: The Olympic Games of Health and Inaugural Ceremony’. February 2018, SPAIN.Mob_2 – 2nd short-term Exchange: ‘Psary ’18 The Olympic Games in Nature: respecting our woods, respecting each other’. May 2018, POLAND.TM_2 – 2nd TRANSNATIONAL MEETING:  ‘Olympic Committee Meeting’. October 2018, SPAIN.- Evaluation of the first year of life of the project: degree of attainment of objectives.- Impact of the project in the life of the school community and in the municipality after its first year.- Summary of accounts and budgetary control.- Specification of objectives for the second year.- Interviews in local and regional media to discuss the evolution of our educational project.- Planning of the short-term exchanges with pupils of 2019.- ‘Job shadowing’ and active participation in some classes with bilingual groups in English.- Cultural activities and visits.Mob_3 – 3rd Short-term Exchange: ‘‘RÖVERSHAGEN ’19 - The Olympic Games off shore, on shore”’.  March 2019, GERMANY.Mob_4 – 4th Short-term Exchange: ‘Upplands-Bro’ 19 – ‘The Intercultural Olympic Games and Closing Ceremony’. June 2019, SWEDEN. 
	CommunicationCooperationPartnersDescription: 
	ProjectBudgetControl: 
	ProjectQualityMonitoring: 
	EvaluateProjectResultsDescription: 
	RiskMeasures: To ensure that the project is developed with high levels of quality we must anticipate the possible risks and possible solutions. However, before developing this aspect, we would like to point out that this association counts from the outset with a series of features that we consider fundamental to minimize the risks and to deal efficiently with any problem. These are:- Direct and fluent communication between all the parties, fruit of the starting point of this association.- Responsible work of all the parties during the four months that the elaboration of this project has lasted.- Committed teams in each school.- Great experience of all partners planning extracurricular activities and study trips abroad.We will distinguish between common and exceptional risks:- Common: all problems that may affect the smooth functioning of the project but do not occur during mobilities. Time to response.- Exceptional: problems that may arise during mobilities with under age students. Immediate response required.Some of these possible problems that we have already anticipated in the drafting of this project are:COMMON:- Withdrawal of a partner: rarely to happen, seeing the level of involvement already demonstrated by each partner. Anyway, if so, coordinator would try to identify the trigger for this decision and would mediate. If the decision to leave the project is firm, the three remaining partners will adapt the planning in order to continue working together. Coordinator would also deal with this situation with his National Agency requesting the approval of these adjustments. - Change of work centre of one of the people in charge: the four leaders have a permanent job in their schools and we have expressed our intention not to change work center in the next years. In any case, if happened, there is a team in each school that will be aware of the project progress, so our role could be substituted.- Communication problems: this is a project arises of the team work of four people, but it is a project between institutions, so each partner will make a document with a profile card of their teams including the contact details of each member.- Differences in the school calendar: when planning activities, the school calendars of each partner will be taken into account in the transnational meetings. - Technical problems for communication, updating of the website, use of social networks ...: responsible for ICT supported by two students of the last levels will ensure correct functioning. In addition, the coordinator school will have the external collaboration of a company.- Economic problems: the planning of activities will strictly conform to the budget allocated for the execution of the project. However, in order to offer a higher quality in the organization of the same, each center will look for entities, organizations and companies collaborating in its area (for example: the coordinating center, Spain, has already established contacts with horticultural companies in the area, sports services and active leisure companies, sports clubs, etc.). In addition, we propose the program 'Erasmus+ Action 100x100': look for 100 collaborators/sponsors who contribute at least € 100 (sports equipment, discounts on services, support for activities ...). There will be a section of collaborators/sponsors in the project’s webpage that will be updated and its advertising can appear in the poster, brochures, sports clothes, etc. EXCEPTIONAL (DURING MOBILITY)- Flights: flights will be purchased at least two months in advance and include cancellation insurance and/or change of ownership (traveler).- Health issues: with sufficient time, all the students and teachers who will travel will process the European health card. Likewise, travel insurance will be contracted.- Food support and accommodation: the country that hosts each mobility undertakes to plan in advance a detailed programme, including the aspects related to accommodation and maintenance of each day. The accommodation will preferably be done in homes of families of students, but can also be planned in hotels and/or hostels. In each of the transnational meetings we will perfectly set everything related to the following two short term exchanges.- Students’ behavior problems: the selection of participants will be done following a process that ensures that both the student who travels and his/her family have an important commitment to the project.- Difficulties of relation/understanding between the students of the different countries: we will carry out an important preliminary work of knowledge among the participants involved with shared activities online and via social networks.
	MonitoringActivitiesDescription: 
	AssessProjectSuccessDescription: 
	UseErasmusOnlinePlatformsDescription: 
	HasIntellectualOutputs: 
	Indentification: E1
	OutputTitle: 
	OutputDescription: 
	TasksAndMethodologyDescription: 
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	Language: 
	Media: 
	LeadingOrganisationPIC: 
	ParticipatingOrganisationPIC: 942513208
	HasMultiplierEvents: 
	VenueCountryCode: 20001001
	Description: UPPLANDS-BRO’ 19 – ‘The intercultural Olympic Games and Closing Ceremony’. June 2019, SWEDEN. - Detailed programa will be set in 2nd transnational meeting (TM_2)1 .: Introduction to school and visits and exchanges with students on the school's induction program for the exchange of experiences of their first time in Sweden and what they feel there are similarities and differences between Sweden and their homeland. Final phase of the short stories contest 'Welcome Home Refugees: Europe'. 2. Olympic games where the various participants compete against each other in various outdoor activities with immigrant students of UBG.3: Workshop exchange of experiences of this project that has lasted two years. What have we learned and how we will spread these experiences when we come back and how we think it will affect our school in the long term. How can we ensure that the projects live on .4. Visit to the NGO Refugee Stockholm working with integration in Stockholm and how to get refugees to enter Swedish society. As well as projects related to one of the biggest football clubs in Stockholm Djurgårdens IF go out to the suburbs and triggers tournaments and games to get more immigrant youth physically active.5. Closing ceremony with dinner to celebrate the 2 years project comes to an end.
	CoveredIntellectualOutputID: 
	HasEducationalActivities: 20000271
	EducationalActivitiesAddedValue: Working online via emails, Facebook, Blogs or videoconferences is not as efficient as meeting and working together on the same task. Moreover friendships are strengthened and communication becomes easier when meeting face to face, sharing spontan ideas and opinions.  That is why we planned 4 short-term exchanges of  groups of pupils . During these activities pupils and accompanying teachers will have the opportunity to enjoy scholar Olympics specially designed for this project. We are also convinced that all the previous work in preparation of these Olympic events will engage each whole school communities before hosting them, being the excuse for joining efforts and for creating work teams with several roles (volunteers, journalist, referees, athletes, etc). These activities will enable them to work together in multinational and multidisciplinary groups and so they will benefit from special learning and teaching conditions not available in a single institution thus gaining  new perspectives. Furthermore, in relation to experience and knowledge dissemination, Olympics are an excellent frame. It will be attractive for pupils of primary schools who will visit us as public for tournaments, as well as for local media who will cover the events. Transnational events like these short term exchanges, simply have an incredible influence and enormous benefits in student's lives and teachers' work: - they wil become more motivated when achieving tasks different from the ones they usually do at their schools.- they will make long-lasting friendships with the people (students and teachers) they will meet during these exchanges;- they will become more open minded developing respect, selfs-time, etc. - they will change their way of thinking and behaving towards each other.
	ActivityNumber: C4
	Field: 31047627
	ActivityType: 31064431
	NumberOfParticipants: 6
	NumberOfParticipantsWithSpecialNeeds: 0
	NumberOfAccompanyingPersons: 2
	IsLongTerm: 20000272
	DurationInDays: 7
	EnsureParticipantsSafetyDescription: 
	RecognitionArrangementsDescription:  - Europass mobility  certificates for  students and teachers will be used.- Coordinating school will get arrangements with its Teaching Training Centre (Junta de Andalucia) to give participants teachers certifcates of training recognitiion.- Informally, each student will receive an Olympic Diploma, designed by each school which wlecome the  mobility.
	ExpectedImpactOnParticipantsDescription: To answer this question we return to the first point of the description of this project, in which we describe the medium and long term objectives in relation to the needs presented by the members of this strategic partnership.Therefore, we present the desired impact of the project on the different agents in relation to the objectives:Pupils will:- Understand the value of cooperating and working together with other students (no matter where they are from or their social background) in order to achieve a common goal.- Develope healthy living habits that will have an impact on the three levels of the definition of ‘health’ by the World Health Organization (WHO): physical, psychological and social (relation with objectives: LT_1, MT_3 and MT_4)- Acquire the three fundamental values around which this project has been designed: excellence, friendship and respect, with important consequences in the coexistence and academic performance (LT_2 and MT_6).- Increase their motivation to come to school, to set goals in relation to their studies, they will improve their self-esteem and will be more open-minded (LT_4, LT_5, MT_5).- Be interested in learning languages as a need to communicate, to travel and to broaden their horizons (MT_1 and MT_2)Teachers will:- Become familiar with the ways of working in other countries, seeing the similarities and differences with other European countries and having the opportunity to adapt learning to their daily work (LT_4, LT_5, MT_2, MT_7).- Acquire greater fluency to communicate in English and will be more interested in keep learning languages (MT_1).- Increase their sense of belonging to the European Union (LT_5 and MT_2).- Acquire more competence in the use of ICT (LT_4).Schools will:- Have the students and teachers learn about different cultures and lifestyles and therefore decreasing the cultural prejudices (LT_2, LT_3, MT_3, MT_7).- Decrease not only the students’ but also the families’ prejudices towards different cultures, since they will be welcoming foreign students from different cultures as guests in their homes- Improve coexistence levels and will breathe a more familiar atmosphere. (LT2, LT3, LT5, MT5).- Improve the average level of academic performance and reduce the risk of early school leaving (LT_2, LT_3, MT_6)- Increase the participation of students and families in school’s lives with sports and cultural activities, beyond the strictly academic timetables, using better the facilities available to our schools such us sports facilities and the library (LT_1, LT_3, MT_5, MT_7).
	DesiredImpactDescription: At a local level, impact will be easily noticeable for participants who will be in charge of dissemination activities. They will:- Generate curiosity for European educational projects (Erasmus +) in other schools in the area, so this project could be the starting point for new others. - Promote the importance of healthy habits and transmit project's values (excellence, respect and friendship).- New friendships between young students with cultural differences will be an example for adults, so it could have a positive influence in their way of thinking.    - Enhance the language skills of not only the students and teachers of the participating schools but also their families and friends from other schools in the area.- Strong links will be created with organizations and companies collaborating in the area, making them participants in the educational system, which we hope will last once this project is completed. We would also desire to contribute at regional and national levels carrying out dissemination activities in seminars , training courses and teachers meetings. We hope our project to be a good example for other schools in order to set new strategies and methods to tackle their difficulties.  The impact will also be at European level since we are from four different European countries, who will do the same activities in each one, achieving the tasks, implementing the activities, disseminating and thus having the desired results. During the short-term exchanges of pupils they will have the chance to make long-lasting friendships, they will share experience and will learn about other countries, culture and civilisations, they will learn tolerance. Therefore, we will do our bit to help creating a strong union between  european citizens. 
	ImpactMeasureMethodDescription: We have established a series of qualitative and quantitative indicators to evaluate the success of the project, which are also related to the impact of the project.At the qualitative level we are mainly concerned with measuring the impact of the project on the following two aspects:- Degree of satisfaction of students and family with the climate of coexistence of the school, and level of participation of them in the scholar activities (EV_2). We will pass the questionnaire 'My High School is also my House'.- Healthy habits. we will use questionnaires to determine the extent to which the project influences the eating and physical activity habits of students and their families (EV_3).At the quantitative level, we can verify the impact that the project has in our schools by studying the following points that concern us:Coexistence (EV_4): taking into account data on disciplinary measures.Academic Performance (EV_5): taking into account academic results data by groups.Participation in extracurricular activities (EV_6): taking into account the number of enrollments in extracurricular activities.The impact of the short-term exchanges will be also measured asking for the opinion of the different participants and agents who take part in the activities (EV_mob_n). The comments made on the website and on the facebook group will be also evaluated. Some other measures that we will take in order to assess project's impacts are the following ones:-We will take into account the number of schools visited by our students to give them information about the activities carried out in our project.-We will use surveys in all the phases of the project about healthy habits, leisure activities, knowledge about sports in other countries and olympic values, ICT tools they use in their school work... -We will measure the number of companies, entities and organisations collaborating with our project.-We will compare the academic results and coexistence reports in each school before, during and after the project.-We will count the number of dissemination activities carried out by students and teachers in seminars, training courses, conferences, etc.-We will have students, families and teachers interviewed to check the number of times they have used English as a communication tool with other people in the two years of our project.-We will make a report about good examples in teaching methodology learnt by the teachers involved in the project who participated in “job-shadowing” in the transnational meetings and the short-term exchanges.  The teachers/experts who will elaborate the methodology for measuring the impact will draw a report on the points presented above. The report will be presented to the management team and to the teachers in the regular teaching staff meetings. 
	ExpectedImpactYoungDescription: 
	DisseminationTargetsDescription: To the participating organizations:In each school an Erasmus+Group will be formed and they will build an Erasmus+ notice board in order to display every  work from the project. Each participating school will publish the reports related to project activities on the project website (linked with each school website). It  will allow  the wider community to have access to the information. Local newspapers and our project's magazine 'Erasmus+ Olympics' will inform parents and local community about the project.  All resources and results will be shared across the partnership by use of video-conference, email, whatsapp. Copies of our magazine, brochures and publications released during the project will be distributed to schools from the participating countries. Posters, photos and information about the project activities will be displayed in the Erasmus+ corner of each school and other visible locations.  At local level:- As the families will be hosting students from other countries, the message of the project will be spread among  greater social environments.- Local educational authorities will be acknowledged about the project, the process and results and will be continuously informed about how the project is progressing.- Local media will be informed about the whole activities and the Olympic Games will be organized to attract their attention to the topic of the project. Articles and interviews will be given to the local newspapers: 'La Voz de Almería and 'Ideal' (Spanish); 'Wiadomosci Ziemi Woznickiej' and 'Dziennik Zachodni' (Polish); 'Ostseezeitung' (German); 'Dagens Nyheter' and 'Mitt i Upplands-Bro' (Swedish).  - Pupils of Primary Schools will be invited to visit our High Schools and be public of our sport events. - We will visit schools to disseminate results of activities of short-term exchanges. - Seminars about topics of the project will be given in schools of the area, and brochures and magazine copies will be distributed as well. At regional level: We will upload all our resources on the project website and on the school website too. Our agencies will be informed about our activities and results.  We will  present our work to other schools and groups of teachers during the teachers meetings and seminars. After  the two years of project the partner teams will maintain the contacts with the other partners, will keep the website and the facebook group alive by continuously sharing information about how things progress in our schools, about the impact it had on teachers and on pupils, about the increasing number of pupils who became more motivated to study and to follow healthy lifestyle. At EU level: We expect our project to be included in Erasmus+ Projects Results platform. Dissemination activities will be planned concurrently in each country. 
	MeasuresForDisseminationDescription: Our Project will be disseminated through:- The creation of an Etwinning project with new ideas and where we will share our experience.- School posters including the slogan of the project, hymn, flag, mascot, emblems, photos, etc.- Seminars–webinars at the university and at teacher training conferences- School board and teachers' meetings- Local press interviews and reports about our project- The creation of the optional subject “Europa with Erasmus +”, which will help other students in the future to participate in similar European projects.- Creation of profiles in different social networks to spread all the activities related to the project (Facebook, Youtube channel, Instagram, etc.).- The sports teams will participate in local competitions including in their equipment images of the project. - Preparation of posters and brochures about the project that will be distributed among the public in the competitions in which our sports teams will play.- The seminars on healthy habits will be uploaded to the YouTube channel and the web so they will be visible to everyone.- Visits will be made to schools in the area to present the results of the project, give talks about healthy habits and interculturality.- We will hold an Olympics in each school (short-term exchanges) and student of schools of the area will be invited as public.- Copies of the magazine 'Erasmus+ Olympics' will be distributed.- The participation of families in activities will be encouraged and increased. These families will talk about the project.- We will ask to give informative talks about the project in the teaching staff training centers.- We will hold the short story competition 'Welcome Home Refugees: Europe'. The awarded stories will be published on the web.- Through the program 'Erasmus + 100x100' we will look for partnerships and collaborating companies. Somehow, these entities will talk about their collaboration with a European educational project.
	DisseminationResponsibleDescription: - Members of each partner project's team will be responsible of the dissemination activities. They will be also joined by students of last levels of High Schools when visiting other Primary or Secondary Schools, in order to be more attractive for other pupil (equal to equal information).- Students and teacher will participate in the design of the posters and decide the information to be included in brochures, but a qualified company (project's colaborator when posible) will deal with printing them. - Parent's associations will also participate in dissemination activities. - ICT departments of coordinating school will be on charge of the webpage. A external professional support will be required when needed. - Polish school will be responsible of the Youtube channel creation and management.- Swedish school will create and administrate our Facebook group and Instagram profile.- 'Journalist teams' in the schools for Olympic Games will work on our magazine. Coordination and design of the magazine by part of Swedish school.   
	OpenAccessRequirementDescription: The website of the project will be available to everybody who wants to get informed about our project.
	DisseminationAvailabilityDescription: The external support of a qualified company in the development and maintenance of the website will guarantee its good operation and the quality of it. In this way, the server will have sufficient capacity to accommodate all the publications related to the project activities. Thus, even once the project is completed the web will remain active.Our private Youtube channel and the profiles in the different social networks will also be open once the project is finished. The administrators will commit to leave a relay in their schools if they could not continue to be in charge of this function.Each school team will take care of keeping copies of all the brochures, posters, magazine numbers, photos, etc. in a section specifically dedicated to European Project Results in the school library and in its computer in digital format .Likewise, we will keep and display in a showcase all the products created for the celebration of the Olympic Games (flag, torch, some copy of sports equipment, mascot, Olympic diploma, trophies, CD with the recording of the hymn, etc.).We also hope to be included in the Erasmus+ Projects Results Platform, available for everyone to want to know something about this project.
	DisseminationOtherInfoDescription: 
	SustainabilityDescription: Once the project is completed, we will try to maintain the activities that have allowed us to achieve the objectives proposed as follows:- We will maintain the club or association of Erasmus + students, so the international character of our schools will be always alive.- We will create and/or strengthen sports clubs in our schools. We will maintain the sports teams and we will look for sponsors for their financing. In addition, we will apply for local and regional grants that are called annually for sports clubs.- We will create and / or strengthen cultural associations in our schools. As in the previous case, we will continue to encourage the participation of students and their families in the life of our schools through cultural activities such as theater groups or reading clubs. We will also request s at local and regional level for this type of partnership.- An evaluation team will be maintained in each school to continue evaluating the indicators marked in this project and to verify to what extent the results achieved are maintained.
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	ProjectSummaryInNationalLanguage: We believe that designing a project aimed at organizing four sport events at school level among students from different European countries seems attractive in itself. If we add that these meetings will revolve around the values included in the Olympic Charter: respect, friendship and excellence; and that the objectives pursued are social inclusion, improved coexistence and improved academic performance in our schools, it seems that the project makes even more sense from an educational approach.  Our project comes from the team work of four teachers from different countries (Sweden, Poland, Germany and Spain) during the Transnational Cooperation Activity (TCA) held in Malaga in November 2016. The idea of addressing the problems related to our two horizontal priorities (social inclusion and early school leaving) through sport, healthy habits and activities in the natural environment arose in us. We started from the idea that introducing new habits in our students, we would be able to achieve our goals in an indirect way.  The project is then structured around the celebration of four Olympic events, corresponding to the 4 short-term exchanges. These are: - Almeria'18 - The Olympic Games of Health (Spain) - Psary '18 - The Olympic Games in nature: respecting our Woods, respecting each other '(Poland) - Rövershagen'19 - The Olympic Games off shore, on shore (Germany). - Upplands-Bro'19 - 'The Intercultural Olympic Games' (Sweden)Olympic games mean sport and health but also peace, inclusion and celebration. We pretend to achieve all that with these events in our project. At the same time they will be a reward for the students, for all the work that the four partner schools will carry out around Olympics during next two years. Our project activities will allow and promote interdisciplinary work: - Creation of our Olympic symbols: logo, flag, mascot, hymn. - Implementation of students' clubs and associations: sports teams, Erasmus + Club, journalists' teams, voluntary group, etc. - Design of promotional materials: posters, brochures, videos, magazine, etc. - Creation of two optional subjects: 'Europe with Erasmus +' and 'Physical Activity, Health and Quality of Life'.  We expect to motivate our students and promote school life with this project bearing in mind the Olympic values as our hallmark: RESPECT, FRIENDSHIP AND EXCELLENCE
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